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“All Write…” Express Yourself  

Unit 2 

Transdisciplinary Theme:  

How We Express Ourselves - the ways in which we discover and express 

ideas, feelings, nature, culture, beliefs and values 
 

Central Idea:  

People use written language as a form of expression to convey their personal 

experiences. 

A study into (lines of inquiry): 

 How writers tell about their experiences (form) 

 The characteristics that make a piece of writing entertaining 

(function) 

 How writers choose what they will include in their writing 

(perspective) 
 

Background:  

Students will read stories about the personal experiences of different 

characters, including stories from different generations. Through multiple 

readings, students will notice techniques the authors use to entertain them 

and keep their attention. Students will look at the different perspectives 

that writers bring to their stories; and discuss possible motivations for the 

authors’ writing choices. 
 

Student Final Project:  

Students will brainstorm a list of possible topics, and then choose one as the 

basis for their own personal narrative. They will be able to tell the 

motivation behind their choice, and will try to incorporate the techniques 

that real authors use to capture and hold the attention of the reader. 
 

Technology Tie-In: 

During this unit, students will create their own books using “Book Creator.”  
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Classroom Visitors:  
Grade 1 will invite family members/Charter Oak staff members in to share 

their favorite stories.  Students will speak to published author(s) about the 

writing process and how writers tell about their experiences. 
 

Learner Profiles & Attitudes:  
During read-aloud time, students will listen to many stories. Students will be 

open-minded when listening to stories, realizing that they need to be tolerant 

of the viewpoints of others, and appreciating the differences in writing style 

and content. They will be risk-takers as they independently brainstorm ideas 

and write their own narratives. They will confidently share their stories with 

others. 
 

Key Concepts:  
Students will study the form of narrative writing. What are the essential 

elements? They will look at the function of the various techniques authors use to 

capture and entertain their audience. They will investigate the different 

perspectives authors bring to their stories, and how they decide to what to write 

about. 
 

Approaches to Learning:  
Throughout the unit, students will use their thinking skills when they interpret 

the author’s intention behind the writing and analyze the techniques the author 

uses to create a great story. Then, students will apply this new knowledge in 

writing their own personal narratives.   
 

Students will use their communication skills when they listen to the read-aloud 

stories. They will write lists of topics, and choose one that will make a great 

story. Their writing will be organized and elaborated. When reading their 

stories, students will speak clearly and use expression. 
 

TRY THIS! 

 Have a story-telling time at home. Each person takes a few minutes to tell about 

something that happened during the day.  

 Brainstorm a list of all the “family happenings” that might make great stories. “I 

Remember The Time When…” 

 Look through photo albums and tell stories about what was going on in the pictures. 

 Play the story game. One person starts the story, and then chooses a place to stop. 

The next person has to continue the story. Keep going until your story is complete. 

PARENTS: Additionally, on the Media Center webpage, for each unit there will be suggested titles for 
more reading on the topics and ideas in the units. These books are available in the school library. 

 



IB AT HOME: Homework Challenge       

Name ______________________      Teacher ____________________ 
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Parents: please circle any of the elements your child is showing at home then share details 

below: 

My child has been demonstrating the IB elements circled above by: 
 
_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________ 

My child has taken action (additional investigations, trying to make a difference, 

reading more about the subject, doing an independent project, teaching others, 

etc.) regarding this unit. Here’s how: 
 
_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________ 

*Continue on back if needed—OR—post to our padlet:  www.padlet.com/COIA/ibathome 


